In this paper an outline of the essential properties of such functions is given and particular attention is given to those conditions which necessarily imply the function is an open function. We show that openness of a reflexive open mapping will follow from additional conditions on the mapping such as quasi-compactness, or, closedness, or by a compactness condition on the domain space, and finally by requiring the domain and range to be certain subsets of Euclidean 2-space. The last condition mentioned is of interest in topological analysis.
2* Notation* A mapping is a continuous function. A generalized continuum is a connected, locally compact, separable metric space. A simple closed arc is written [ab] while the symbols [ab) and (ab) indicate a closed arc less the point b or less the points a and b. A region is an open connected set. A topological ray is a homeomorphic image of a ray in the real line and a topological line is a homeomorphic image of the real line. Other notation and definitions are as in [6] . The cyclic theory used is that of reference [6] . A function f(X) -Y is a local homeomorphism at a point x in X if there exists an open set U about x such that f(U) is open in Y and also f\U is a homeomorphism onto f(U). metric spaces. Let G be the decomposition of X into the sets THEOREM 
Let M be the hyperspace of the decomposition G. The natural mapping m{X) = M associated with this decomposition is open (closed) if and only it f is reflexive open (reflexive closed)
. THEOREM Proof. Let p and q be distinct elements of M. There are distinct points x and y of X such that m{f~ι{f{x)) = p and m{f~ι{f(y)) = q and disjoint neighborhoods U and V in Y about f(x) and f(y) respectively. Thus m(f~ι(U)) and m{f~ι{V)) are open sets about p and q respectively which are disjoint, since m{f~ι{U)) Π mif^iV)) Φ <ρ implies that U Γ) V Φ φ. Now M is locally compact, hence regular, and also connected and locally connected, since m is an open mapping. Using Theorem 4, [5] , and its corollary it follows that M is also a separable metric space. There is an open set U about Q with Ua V such that Proof. Due to the algebraic structure of X and Y the symbol A -B here will mean the set of all (α -b) such that ae A and be B.
If f(X) = Y is reflexive open, then f factors uniquely as f -hm where m(X) = M is an open mapping and h(M) = Y is a one-to
Fr(U) (\ f- ι (K) = φ. LetS=UΠf~1(K)=Unf- 1 (K). Now/l/
Suppose x n ->x and zef~ι(f(x)).
If N is an open neighborhood of z then N -z is a neighborhood of 0 and since (x n -x) -* 0. if n is large we have (x n -x) e N -z f so that z + (x n -x) e N iΐ n is large. Thus f~ιf{z + (x n -x)) = / -1 /(a? Λ ) meets N if n is large so that f~ι{f{x)) c lim inf f~ι{f{x n )) and by The proof will be accomplished by assuming h is not a homeomorphism and then establishing a sequence of statements describing the structure of M and a sequence of statements which lead to a contradiction. It is convenient to consider two cases. First suppose Y is an open subset of E 2 .
(1) The space M has exactly one noncompact cyclic element.
Proof. Suppose that each true cyclic element of M is compact. By a theorem of G. T. Whyburn, [8] , as stated by E. Duda, [2] , there is a topological ray a in M which is a closed subset of M and such that h is a local homeomorphism at each point of a. Because Y has no local cut points h is not a local homeomorphism at cut points of M. Therefore a lies in a single true cyclic element and this implies the false statement that a is compact. Now suppose that C p and C q are distinct true cyclic elements of M where C p is noncompact. There is a point t which is a cut point of M separating C p -{t} and C q -{t}, and there is a conditionally compact region R of t whose complement is connected. This implies that M-{t} has no more than one non-conditionally-compact component, which must contain C p -{t} and therefore C q is compact.
(2) Every compact true cyclic element of M is a topological closed two cell.
Proof. See Duda, [2J. Proof. There is a conditionally compact region R of x with M -R connected. In R Π C p there is a region V of x, relative to C p , with V a locally connected continuum without separating points and such that Va R f] C p . The set h(V) is a cyclicly connected locally connected continuum so by 2.5 page 107 [6] , the boundary B of the unbounded component of E 2 -h(V) is a simple closed curve. Furthermore if K is the closed two cell bounded by B then h{ V) a K. The connected set h(M -R) misses B and is not in K for this would imply that the range of h, If 3 e (α*τί>) Π iϊ there is an open two cell Q about z with Qc Fflίί, but since the boundary curve of Q lies in V it follows that Q a W so that £ g J. It is evident that C p -if is a one-manifold, thus by [6, p 194] every component of C p -H is a topological line or a simple closed curve.
Now if / is a simple closed curve in C p -H then h(J) is a simple closed curve which is the boundary curve of a closed topological two cell K in h(M). Suppose h(H) c K. Then h(C p ) c if and hence if iV is a component of h(M) -K it follows that N is the union of no more than countably many sets of the form
single point, and since M -{&} has at most one nonconditionally compact component it follows that each D n is compact. Because N cannot be the union of countably many (more than one) closed (in N) pairwise disjoint sets there is some n such that N= h(D n ), and thus N is compact. By the local connectedness of h(M) the union of the conditionally compact components of h(M) -K is also conditionally compact which implies the false conclusion that h(M) is compact. If
By the argument used in (5) there is an integer n such that h{D n ) Z) V, and thus a compact true cyclic element C x c S u such that x lies in the open two cell of C x . It follows that h(dN{A)) ah(H). is a simple closed curve J contained in h{D) UQU h{H) such that J Π /^(i2 -αsί) = y 0 .
Choose a closed topological two cell W <z W such that h( W) Π [α^/ 0 6] contains a subarc [α'ί/ o ί>Ί and such that h( W) -J = E{J F, two components. Now E must lie in one of the two components S and T of E 2 -J, say S, therefore FczT. It follows that h(R -x' o ) meets both S and Γ, and we may assume that h(x' o ) e S. If ^' w e [α?^] for infinitely many integers n then infinitely many different x n lie in the compact set N[x' o t], which implies the false statement that (x n )
has a convergent subsequence. But if for at most finitely many n we have x' n e [x[t) then at most finitely many h{x n ) lie in S which is contradictory to h{x n ) -* h(x 0 ).
If 0 Π MB) c h(R -x' Q ), a simple closed curve /can be constructed so that h(R -x[) meets both components of E
2 -J and meets J at a single point h(t) e 0. This case leads to the same contradiction so the statement is proven. 
The ray a of [8] can be chosen so as to meet C p -H at a single point t, and such that h(a) is the boundary of a closed 2-eell K o in Y. If I/ o is the component of C p -H which contains t it follows that L Q Π hr ι {K 0 ) is a closed topological ray R o whose origin is t, and furthermore h(N(R Q )) lies in the compact set K o U h(N(t)). If L w is any other component of
C p -H, then L n Πa = φ so that N(L n ) Πa = φ, and hence h(N(L n )) c JBΓ 0 or h(N(L n )) Π K o = φ. Let SI be the collection of sets A n = h(N(L n )),
e ΛΓ(^ ) and let i?, be the closed topological ray in C p -H with origin #' and with y i+1 e h(N(Ri)) if i < s and e h(N(R s )) .
As in the proof of (7) the set {JlH^NiR,
is an F σJ and \Jlh(dN (Ri -a?' ,) ) is a countable union of closed arcs plus countably many sets of the type h(dD), so there exists a region 0 with 0 Π \Jlh (dN(Ri -x[) ) nonempty and contained in h(dN(Rj -a?J)) for some j, 1 ^ j ^ s. The region 0 can be chosen sufficiently small so as to have a vacuous intersection with the compact set \Jlh (N(x'i) ). By the construction used in (7) there is a simple closed curve J which meets h(Rj -x'j) at a single point h{t).
is a connected set which misses J, so £7 lies in one of the two components S and T of E 2 -/, say S. The point ^ g / and is in the closure of one of the sets determining E, so y ό e S, hence h{x' ό ) e S which implies that h (N([x' Q t) )) c S.
But Λ(iV )) c T and h{N (Rj -[x'jt] )) Pi E Φ φ which is contradictory. + is not empty, otherwise h(R 0 ) is a topological ray which is a closed bounded subset of the plane. Similarly <g^+ and <gV~ are not empty for % > 0. Let A w e ^o + , then A o ί ^ by (8) and by (9) 
is a continuum in C p -H then it is not necessarily true that h(dN(A)) ah(H).
(See (6)). However, let Q Q be the open two cell of K o and suppose A is a continuum in C p -H such that h{A) c Q o . Then h (N(A) ) lies in Q o as well, and the proof of (6) 
shows that h(dN(A))dh(H).
From this observation it follows by the same proof as in (7) 
where R o is the topological ray in C p -H with origin t such that h(R 0 ) c JSΓ 0 . This is evident from the proof of (7), for the ray R of the proof must lie in R o and h(N(R -x' o )) must lie in Q Q . Since all the sets R { -x\ appearing in the proof of (8) map into Q o the proof of (8) is valid, and statement (9) has the same proof, for as was noted, m Φ 0, so h(dN(L m )) must lie in Q Q . We note that in the proof of (10) it follows that A Q Φ A o by the same argument, and furthermore (A* -A o ) c Q o , so that ^0 + =£ Φ, and everything else in the proof is the same. Thus exactly the same contradiction is reached and the theorem is proven. By Theorem 3.8 we have that Mis a locally connected generalized continuum, and by Lemma 5.1 each point xeM lies in a conditionally compact region R such that M -R is connected. By the proof of (1) in Lemma 4 there is exactly one noncompact cyclic element C p of M. Let qeCp and let yeY such that q -mf~\y).
We assert that q is not a local separating point of C p . First suppose that q separates M. Using the techniques of the proof of Lemma 5.2 we write 
, a separation, with CcS, then ΓuQ is a connected subset of B so that T{J Q must lie in Q. Now m(B) is connected, since each component Q oΐ B meets m~ι{θ)> and m~ι{m{B)) = B SO by Theorem 3.9 or by known results m(Q) = ra(JB) for each Q; hence each Q has interior points. From this it follows that there exists no more than finitely many Q n c B, n = 1, 2, for otherwise, if a?! e int Q 19 since m(Q«) = m(JB), ^^"Hm^!)) meets each Q TO at a point a? w e int Q n1 and since B is compact there must be a point cc 0 which is a limit point of U x n > but x 0 is in the interior of some Q m , since m(α? 0 ) ^ ^.
Thus where M is the middle space of the factoring / = hm. Now π is monotone and closed hence compact; I is light and open and m = Iπ, see [1] , [4] and [9] . Now M has no cut points since h is a homeomorphism, so by Lemma 5.2 no point inverse separates the plane, and evidently no component of a point inverse separates the plane. Using [3] , [7] , or Corollary 2.31, p. 172 [6] it follows that M ι is a topological plane, but then by [10] , or Corollary 3.42, p. 191 [6] Proof. The mapping m of the factoring / = hm is both open and closed and since M is connected m is even a compact mapping, see [9] ; thus if xeM then m~ι{x) is compact and then of course each f~ι{y) is also compact.
Following the proof of Theorem 5.2 we factor m as m -Iπ where 7(E 2 ) = M x is monotone closed and compact and l(M^ -M is light and open, and M x is a topological plane. Since m is closed it follows that so is I; hence the decomposition of M 1 generated by I is upper semi-continuous. Now I has bounded multiplicity k by Corollary 5.21, p. 199 [6] ; thus each f~\y) has at most k components.
